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ABSTRACT

Structural components degrade with time and stress, causing concern for both costeffective design and safety. Structural health monitoring (SHM) and nondestructive testing
(NDT), which both can be described as the evaluation of structural components during their
service life without causing damage, are used often in the transportation and infrastructure
industries to detect structural degradation before failure occurs. The research team for this
project addresses whether or not the third harmonic of the SH0 ultrasonic guided wave mode is
sensitive enough to microstructural changes to characterize a component as damaged earlier than
current methods allow. To do so, finite element analysis (FEA) simulations and nonlinear
ultrasonic tests were conducted on long samples of aluminum 2024-T3 to determine the waves’
responses to the samples’ geometries and degree of fatigue damage. After adjusting and refining
several different variables critical to experimentation, such as mid-section thickness and
ultrasonic wave frequency, the team cyclically loaded the samples and discovered that, using the
methods and parameters selected, the third harmonic of the SH0 mode is less sensitive to
microstructural changes than hypothesized. While seemingly contradictory to previous results,
this result may be due to using lower frequency waves than is required to obtain the desired
effects.
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Chapter 1
Motivation
Structures and mechanical components may undergo intense stress cycles, large
temperature differences, and even unexpected impacts. Take, for example, an airplane. An
airplane’s wings deflect noticeably and may experience long, hot periods under the sun while
icing over during flight. For these reasons, ensuring that the materials used in the wings and
fuselage are free of defects during service is of utmost importance. Ideally, conducting tests to
determine a structural component’s health is as passive as possible, so as not to damage the part
or prolong its time out of service. This is precisely what the fields of nondestructive testing
(NDT) and structural health monitoring (SHM) accomplish regularly.
More specifically, NDT focuses on taking measurements at regular intervals while a
component is out of service for inspection, whereas SHM takes real-time data of a working
component whenever the part’s quality is in question [1]. Together, there exists a vast number of
testing methods and applications. Aside from airplanes, technicians may magnetize a gas pipe
and use ferrous filings to locate cracks, or analyze changes in an induced eddy current to
determine microstructural consistency. Of particular interest for this study is the use of
ultrasonic waves to detect damage earlier than current popular methods allow.
Figure 1 depicts a diagram of component damage progression as a function of service
life. Many NDT applications used widely today, such as thickness gauging, work to detect
macro-scale flaws such as pitting and cracks [2]. However, better lifetime management can be
achieved by measuring micro-scale changes earlier in a component’s service life. This is
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especially the case with guided wave testing, which is more sensitive than traditional methods
and can be used for inspections through long distances of material [1].

Figure 1. Damage Progression as a Function of Service Life [3]

With this in mind, the goal of the present study is to detect flaw progression earlier for
increased cost effectiveness and safety. The objective is then to show that the third harmonic of
the fundamental shear horizontal (SH0) ultrasonic guided wave mode is sensitive to
microstructural degradation of metallic materials. To achieve this objective, finite element
analyses (FEA) are conducted to determine the optimal experimental design, and ultrasonic tests
are performed on a thin aluminum 2024-T3 fatigue sample to analyze signal progression relative
to damage level.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Ultrasonic waves for nondestructive testing are essentially sound waves above the
threshold for human hearing, typically somewhere within the range of 40 kHz to 500 MHz,
which travel through or along a test specimen [1]. In order to induce these waves in a material,
electromechanical (EM) transducers are employed, which convert electrical energy to
mechanical energy, and vice versa. For example, if an EM transducer receives a voltage signal
from a signal generator, it will respond by expanding and contracting at a frequency and
amplitude dictated by both the voltage signal and the physical properties of the transducer. By
attaching a transducer to a test subject, these mechanical forces create sound waves that travel
through the material. The sound waves then interact with a receiving transducer, which converts
the mechanical displacements from the sound waves back into an electrical signal to be analyzed.
Because flaws, such as cracks or inclusions, in a specimen’s surface or internal structures may
alter certain types of these waveforms in a particular way, this process allows investigators to
locate and even characterize the flaws. To understand fully the process of using ultrasonic waves
for damage detection, a comprehensive review of ultrasonic waves, how they are generated, and
how they are useful is necessary.
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2.1 General Ultrasonic Guided Wave Motion
At their foundation, all ultrasonic waves exist as either longitudinal waves, shear waves,
or a combination of both [1]. Longitudinal waves displace a material’s particles in the same
direction as wave travel, whereas shear waves displace the particles perpendicular to the
direction of wave motion. For example, longitudinal waves occur in a spring where the coils
contract and expand in the direction that the spring is pushed and pulled, while shear waves
result when a rope is pulled up and down. Combinations of longitudinal and shear waves can
create more complex particle motion, such as elliptical orbits, which lead to entirely different
wave types. Some examples include Rayleigh waves, Lamb waves, and shear horizontal waves,
the last of which are discussed in detail later. Regardless of the wave type, the most basic
components of all these waves are wavelength λ, frequency f, and velocity v.
For the most basic of wave models1, these three characteristics relate to each other in the
following way: v = λ f. For linear elastic materials, in which particles in the microstructure
behave according to Hooke’s Law, material properties determine sound wave velocity.
Furthermore, for a given set of parameters such as density, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and
bulk modulus, along with consistent microstructure and environmental variables, waves of the
same form (i.e. with the same type of particle motion) travel at a constant speed [2]. To illustrate
these principles, consider a typical thin aluminum plate.
Two separate longitudinal waves with different frequencies will travel along one
direction at the same speed. Since consistent material properties in the direction of motion fix

The conclusions drawn hereafter regarding the relationship among v, f, and λ result from the most basic
wave model [1] and are not necessarily reflective of those drawn from using more complex wave models. Any
discrepancies are addressed in the discussion on shear horizontal waves and nonlinearity. Stating the simple
conclusions here is pertinent, however, in illustrating the inherent differences of nonlinear shear horizontal waves.
1
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the velocity, the frequencies determine their respective wavelengths. However, a longitudinal
wave and a shear wave of the same frequency traveling along the same direction in the plate will
not necessarily be at the same speed due to the high probability of anisotropy [2]. Since the
waves displace particles in orthogonal directions, they may encounter differing elastic properties
and grain structures.
Now assuming a given wave velocity based on material properties, selecting a signal
frequency or wavelength remains. Most often, the wavelength is the target variable because it
determines the signal’s sensitivity to flaws, where sensitivity is the ability of the wave to reflect
off, or otherwise become distorted by, a defect. According to the NDT Resource Center of Iowa
State University, “A general rule of thumb is that a discontinuity must be larger than one-half the
wavelength to stand a reasonable chance of being detected [2].” Therefore, an appropriate
wavelength can be chosen by determining the approximate geometry of the inspection material’s
microstructure and predicted flaws. Then, the aforementioned v = λ f calculation gives the
necessary output frequency of the signal generator.
The last basic component left to understand about ultrasonic guided waves is what the
term ‘guided’ entails. The ultrasonic testing field recognizes two main propagation types that
result from contact generation methods (i.e. transducer contacting the test sample in order to
generate an ultrasonic wave): bulk waves and guided waves. In short, bulk waves do not interact
with domain boundaries, whereas guided waves’ propagation and wave type are controlled by
such boundaries [1]. In this way, guided waves travel along a specimen between its boundaries,
which allows the wave to travel a large distance. This characteristic of guided waves is
advantageous because it allows for the scanning of large portions of an object without adjusting
any transducers. On the other hand, bulk waves pass directly through objects instead of along
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them, meaning that transducers must be moved along the specimen in order to cover the
investigation area [1].

2.2 General Wave Generation, Detection, and Analysis
In NDT there are myriad ways of generating, detecting, and analyzing waves, depending
on the application. Some applications, such as detecting cracks deep in thick steel casings,
require the use of one transducer to send and receive bulk waves with long wavelengths. Other
applications require the use of two transducers, one to send waves and the other to receive them,
to determine surface conditions. Because the present study involves the use of guided waves to
detect small changes in the microstructure of a very thin fatigue sample, the generation/detection
design of choice is to use a tone-burst generator to excite magnetostrictive transducers (MST) in
a pitch-catch transmission method. The resulting time-domain content and frequency-domain
content provide useful information about the test subject.

2.2.1 Wave Generation and Transducers
To send signals to transducers of any kind, signal generators are necessary. These
devices, whether a tone burst generator or an ordinary function generator, take a user input for a
desired wave pattern and apply the signal to the transducer. As for user input, you can define
several different parameters of an incident electric signal to a transducer, including the
frequency, the burst width (i.e. number of cycles in a signal burst), amplification, and the number
of bursts sent per second. The burst width is simply the amount of full oscillations in a signal
burst; for example, a burst width of 15 lasts for 15 periods of wave motion. The term wave
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packet then describes the entire burst width, which may distort as the wave propagates if the
wave motion is dispersive2 or if the signal encounters discontinuities in the specimen.
Once a signal is generated, it travels to a transducer to induce acoustic waves in the test
subject. Two common types of transducer in the NDT field utilize either piezoelectricity or
electromagnetism. Piezoelectric transducers are electrically polarized materials, typically
ceramics, which respond to applied electric fields by expanding or contracting [2]. When a
sinusoidal signal from a tone-burst generator contacts the electrode placed on top of the ceramic,
the generated electric field between the top electrode and the bottom electrode excite the
ceramic. When the transducer is coupled directly to the sample, the transducer movement
generates the acoustic waves that travel through the sample.
On the other hand, electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs) use the principle of
electromagnetic induction to generate wave motion in electrically conductive materials.
Essentially, they are comprised of a magnet and a coil of wire. Changes in the current of the
wire from the signal pulse create magnetic fields that induce eddy currents in the test sample.
When a magnet is applied, the fluctuating eddy currents experience Lorentz forces [2]. The
Lorentz forces directly deform the particles in the test subject, thus leading to ultrasonic wave
motion. Additionally, magnetostriction, the mechanical deformation of magnetic materials as
their magnetic domains polarize under the influence of a magnetic field, can be useful in certain
scenarios [4]. Transducers that utilize magnetostriction are called magnetostrictive transducers
(MSTs). Fortunately, the piezoelectric and electromagnetic/magnetostrictive effects work in
reverse, allowing for the use of the same types of transducers to pick up the signal after it has
propagated through or along the inspection area.
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Dispersion is discussed in Section 2.4.2.
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In some cases, the use of only one transducer is necessary. One common example is the
pulse-echo transmission method, in which a transducer sends a wave that reflects off the other
side of the sample or voids within it. This is similar to the ultrasound method used in healthcare,
except the signal-reading process differs. In other cases, two transducers are used; one generates
the ultrasonic wave and the other receives it.
For the purposes of this study, the wave generation and transducer equipment consists of
a RITEC tone-burst generator, a signal generating MST, and a signal reception MST or EMAT.
This setup method is designed to be effective in creating SH waves and has proved to be
successful in very similar studies [3, 5, 6]. The MSTs are comprised of a planar, meandering
coil (see Figure 2) sandwiched between an iron-cobalt magnetostrictive foil and a permanent
magnet. Although this configuration is similar to the standard EMAT for SH waves as seen in
Figure 3, the two types of transducers use different magnetic mechanisms to achieve acoustic
wave motion. An EMAT primarily utilizes electromagnetic induction via an alternating current
to detect waves, yet the magnetostrictive iron-cobalt foils in our MST construction respond to an
alternating current in a magnetic field by physically deforming. As mentioned above, the reverse
holds true as well: a physical deformation of the magnetostrictive foil in a magnetic field
generates an electric signal [4].
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A

B

Figure 2. PCB Coil Transducers: λ=7.5 mm (A-top) and λ=7.5 mm (A-bottom)

Figure 3. Standard EMAT Configuration for SH Waves (A) [2] and Corresponding
SH Wave Propagation (B) [1]. Red arrows indicate coil orientation and particle motion,
while green arrows represent wave propagation.

2.2.2 Wave Detection in the Time Domain
From the received signals, various aspects of the waves can be inspected without
performing any transformations on the data. Some applications require analysis of the
electromagnetic impedance (EMI) signals, whereas others may require analysis in a spatial
dimension. A-Scans in particular, which display signal strength at one location as a function of
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time like in Figure 4, are used often in the present study. During experiments, an oscilloscope
connected to a reception transducer displays the A-Scan; the oscilloscope records the electrical
signals generated as the transducer mechanically deforms, then proceeds to plot that data as a
function of time. A-Scans are useful because a comparison between the A-Scans at different
locations on a sample can quickly show energy loss, wave distortion, and the distance between
locations of interest.

Figure 4. Generic A-Scan [7]

Energy loss can often be inferred from a decrease in signal amplitude. Wave distortion
can be tracked by noting changes in a pulse envelope, known as a wave packet. Section 2.4.2
discusses dispersion, which results in the wave packet widening and shortening as the distance
between signal reception site and the signal generation site increase. Finally, the distance
between locations of interest can be determined by tracking features of the wave. For example,
if two wave packets reflected from cracks exist at distinct times in an A-scan, and the velocity of
the wave is known, the distance between the defects can be calculated.
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A-scans are clearly valuable tools, but they contain information that cannot be revealed
by viewing the raw signal. If more than one frequency wave is present, the energy contribution
of the frequencies to the overall wave is difficult to decipher because the time-domain signal
shows only the result of all the waves interacting. In this way, frequency analysis involves more
complex data manipulation.

2.2.3 Frequency Domain Analysis
The frequency content of waves lies at the heart of nonlinear ultrasonics. In nonlinear
ultrasonics, the detected wave occurs at a different frequency other than the emitted wave. In the
present study, the third harmonic of the SH0 mode has, by definition, a frequency three times as
large as the fundamental SH0 mode [1]. Therefore, breaking a time signal into its frequency
components is critical to analyzing test results. To get this information, a specific version of a
Fourier transform, known as a fast Fourier transform (FFT), is performed.
A traditional Fourier transform is applied to an analytic signal, and the transform
essentially breaks up the wave signal into its different frequency components. Referring to
Figure 5, the red wave in the time domain is an A-scan and results from the three waves behind it
interfering. The wave components seem to have similar amplitudes, yet this is not obvious in the
time domain. Performing the Fourier transform solves this issue by resolving the time domain
signal into its frequency components.
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Figure 5. Fourier Transform [8]

Because data collected by an oscilloscope is digital, a traditional Fourier transform would
not be applicable to experiments. Instead an FFT is used because it accounts for discrete
properties like sampling rate. To supplement the FFT, two different operations are often
performed on the waveform: windowing and zero-padding. Windowing is used to isolate a
portion of a signal for frequency analysis by making all data outside the selected “window” equal
to zero. A windowing process also alters the shape of the signal inside the window. Zeropadding, then, is simply adding more zeroes to both ends of a windowed signal. Essentially,
these two operations serve to increase the clarity of the FFT results. Without proper windowing
and zero-padding, the frequency response will not have well-defined amplitude spikes at the
frequencies of the component waves.
It is also important to note the application of the uncertainty principle to the tests in this
study. A basic interpretation of the uncertainty principle in this context is with an increasingly
long periodic signal (i.e. a signal consisting of many cycles), the spikes in the frequency domain
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become more well defined around the true signal frequency. The drawback of having a long
time-domain signal is that differentiating between the signals of two points close in time
becomes difficult. On the other hand, while a short time-domain signal allows for easy
distinction between signals close in time, the frequency content becomes less well-defined. Due
to this tradeoff, the choice of signal length depends on whether it is more important to
differentiate features from one another in time or in frequency.

2.3 Effects of Fatigue on Microstructure
Because the goal of the study is to determine if a particular waveform is sensitive to
microstructural fatigue damage, it is useful to know some basic facts about how materials
respond to fatigue damage on a microscopic level. In general, Callister and Rethwisch state that
the first step in fatigue failure is crack initiation, which usually comes from geometric stress
concentrations on the surface. However, “…cyclic loading can produce microscopic surface
discontinuities resulting from dislocation slip steps,” which could also result in fatigue failure
[9]. In this way, fatigue failure works by finding the least path of resistance [10]. The hope is
that the methods used here will detect microstructural evolution prior to failure even begins with
the onset of crack initiation. This hope is not unfounded; according to Joseph Rose in Ultrasonic
Guided Waves in Solid Media, higher harmonic ultrasonic guided waves in general have been
shown to be sensitive to microstructural changes in features such as dislocation density and voids
[1].
Testing for microstructural damage evolution is advantageous because while the
formation of fatigue damage is a well-known process, damage levels cannot be calculated a
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priori. The cumulative effect of all the variables at play in a working environment over time
makes service life too unpredictable. The only way to truly know the state of a structure or
component is to be able to look inside them with technology like ultrasonic guided waves and
compare reference data to new measurements.

2.4 Shear Horizontal Waves and Nonlinear Wave Motion
The fundamentals of ultrasonic wave motion and ultrasonic testing have been described
above, but an exploration of more complex ultrasonic wave motion is necessary in order to tackle
the research objective. Specifically, the concepts of shear horizontal waves and nonlinearity
warrant an explanation as to why these aspects exists and what makes them attractive for the
present study.

2.4.1 Shear Horizontal Wave Origin
Shear horizontal waves, like all others, arise from the combination of shear and
longitudinal waves. The shear-longitudinal combination representative of SH waves generates
waves in plates such that the wave propagation direction is along the midline of a thin plate,
while the particle displacement direction is orthogonal to the wave propagation and parallel to
the plate’s large faces (see Figure 3). This type of wave motion results from the interaction of an
incident signal with the geometric boundaries of the specimen. Every time a wave reflects from
a boundary, a new wave ‘mode’ is generated [1], and when perturbed the proper way (see [3] and
[5]), SH modes are generated at frequencies according to the dispersion curves, which are
explained below in Section 2.4.2.
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2.4.2 Dispersion
Simple shear waves and longitudinal waves abiding by the constant relationship v = λf
result from solving the differential wave equation using a basic wave model. However, adding
more complexity to the model, such as elastic properties and boundary conditions, results in
more complex, and more realistic descriptions of wave motion. Such is the case with ultrasonic
guided waves. A more complex model reveals that there are actually two components to a
wave’s velocity, the phase velocity and the group velocity. Essentially, one component of the
wave occurs at one speed known as the phase velocity. However, another component of the
wave may exist at a different frequency. This can create beats when the components are mixed,
thus acting like an envelope to the entire signal [11]. When these velocities are equivalent, a
wave is said to be nondispersive. In other words, the waves propagate as a singular unit
regardless of their frequency. When the phase and group velocities differ, the wave motion is
said to be dispersive since the entire waveform spreads out in time [1]. Dispersion occurs when
wave velocity is a function of frequency, and whether a wave velocity is a function of frequency
or not can be determined by investigating dispersion curves.
Figure 6 shows the phase velocity and group velocity dispersion curves for SH waves in
an Aluminum 2024-T3 plate. These were generated according to relationships between velocity,
frequency, and plate thickness as described in [1]. Because the axes are velocity vs (frequency x
depth of plate), the velocity for a given set of thickness-frequency pairs can be determined. After
a certain frequency threshold, shear horizontal wave modes one and above start to appear, and
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they exhibit dispersion based on their non-constant values along the velocity axis. However, the
most critical takeaway from the curves in Figure 6 is that the SH0 mode is constant at 3100 m/s
for both phase and group velocity regardless of frequency, meaning it is nondispersive.

Figure 6. Shear Horizontal Phase Velocity (A) and Group Velocity (B) Dispersion Curves

Nondispersive behavior is beneficial because it simplifies analysis. All waves in a
primary wave packet travel the same speed, so they all remain coherent. The speed of the group
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is the speed of each component. Again the focus here is on higher harmonics, which have
frequencies integer multiples of the fundamental mode’s frequency, so having all the
components of different frequency travel in unison is advantageous. Consider the case where a
test piece could be permanently strained. Having a signal pulse with the different frequencies
traveling at different speeds would muddle the results since any change in the distance between
the generation and reception coils would result in a time distortion of the baseline, or reference,
pulse. However, with a nondispersive mode, only the amplitude should be affected with
experimental variation, which makes performing the Fourier analysis simpler. This is why care
is taken so as to not excite the SH0 mode, which occurs at a fd value of 1552

2.4.3 Nonlinear Behavior
When nonlinear elastic material approximations are added to the guided wave problem,
the result is harmonic waves that have the same behavior but an integer multiple frequency of
their parent mode [1]. The third harmonic SH0 has three times frequency of the fundamental
SH0 mode by definition, and because SH0 is nondispersive and constant velocity, the third
harmonic’s wavelength is one third of the parent mode. This decrease in wavelength increases
the probability that the wave will interfere with microstructural features. Also, a useful tool
utilized in many studies to track the trend of harmonics relative to the incident wave mode is
called the nonlinear parameter, computed as (AN / A1N), where N is nth order harmonic [12].
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2.5 Prior Studies
Studies of nonlinear ultrasonic testing have been performed for years; however,
most deal with the second order harmonic as opposed to the third [6, 13]. Still others used
different geometry samples, which require separate derivations for the most pertinent wave
modes to use for damage detection [12]. All referenced studies have concluded that nonlinear
ultrasonic waves are successful in characterizing micro-scale damage, at least to some degree.
The most relevant study is reference [5]. In this case, the researchers performed offline tests on
separate samples at different levels of fatigue damage. The research in this paper is meant to
serve as an extension of this project by performing online tests as the sample is fatigued in order
to show that the detection method is viable for life-long health monitoring. In order to do so,
some changes to the experimental design were necessary.
Prior studies utilized dog-bone fatigue samples, which often lead both to waves reflecting
off the filleted regions and a less distinct primary wave packet [3], [5]. For example, Figure 7A
shows several boundary reflections, whereas Figure 7B displays a more distinct primary wave
packet. The separate wave packets in the image to the left can positively be identified as
reflections when considering three facts. First, the packets arrive at regular intervals after the
primary wave packet. Secondly, nondispersive sound waves of the same type travel at the same
speed in a given material [1], [2]. Finally, these are SH0 nondispersive waves; dispersive waves
spread out over time due to differences in velocity components whereas these waves remain
cohesive, indicated by their constant pulse width. These combined facts confirm that the second
wave packet in Figure 7B travelled a farther distance than the first, which rules out the
possibility of the second wave packet as being a distinct SH wave mode from the first.
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Figure 7. (A) Amplified A-Scan with Boundary Reflections Encroaching Upon Primary
Wave Packet [5]. (B) Unamplified A-Scan with Minimal Reflection Presence

The reflections seen in the A-Scans are a result of constructive interference of all waves
that reflected from the sample geometry [3], so the distinction of the primary wave packet from
other waveforms in the A-Scan is highly sensitive to experimental setup. Slight misalignments
of the transducers may cause the interference patterns to coincide with the primary wave packet,
making the experiments and signal processing steps more difficult. This is troublesome because
as a fatigue sample undergoes cycling, it develops permanent plastic strain, meaning the distance
between transducers changes. Furthermore, if the transmitted wave does not significantly reflect
off a boundary, then it carries more energy to the signal reception site, making for a stronger
signal. In theory, a stronger SH0 primary wave signal would enhance the probability of
detecting the third harmonic since the harmonic is simply an SH0 wave at a higher frequency.
Therefore, minimizing reflections to enhance the received signal and to prevent the possibility of
interference with the primary wave packet is desirable, and Chapter 3 addresses the issue.
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Chapter 3
Simulations
In order to challenge the hypothesis, the first step was to perform FEA simulations; doing
so helps narrow the range of experimental variables. In particular, the main goal of this endeavor
was to determine a wave frequency that would result in the fewest reflections off the sample
geometry, thus resulting in a clear A-Scan primary wave packet.
The computer-aided engineering (CAE) tool of choice for this project was COMSOL
Multiphysics, as it has the capacity to model a multitude of different physical phenomena. A
finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted to determine the linear elastic wave response at
varying frequencies, with the goal of minimizing wave reflections from the filleted regions. The
research team designed the geometry for these simulations to mimic the intended experimental
design as close as possible, while also minimizing computation time.
The FEA geometry is shown in Figure 8, which contrasts the typical dog-bone fatigue
specimen used in similar studies [5], [3]. The logic behind this decision is as follows: isolating
the deformation region by reducing the thickness, as opposed to reducing the width, will result in
less extreme geometric changes in the direction of particle motion. Because the particles in SH
wave motion are displaced along the width of a plate, the waves are much more likely to reflect
off a dog-bone radii than they are a thickness reduction in the y-direction.
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Figure 8. Simulation Geometry

As for the dimensions, the length in the x-direction is 0.1 m; the thickness in the ydirection is 2 mm at the ends, tapering down to 1mm in the center; and the width in the zdirection is 0.2 mm.

The material properties for aluminum as listed in COMSOL were then

applied to the sample. Next, we applied a linear elastic, isotropic material model, as well as
periodic boundary conditions along the z-direction faces to approximate an infinite plate width.
Because of this periodic boundary condition, the z-direction width is arbitrary and represents just
a thin section.
To simulate ultrasonic waves passing through this aluminum plate, a displacement field is
used. The expression below generates a primary waveform like the one seen in Figure 9, which
can then be scaled using a factor u0.
"𝑠𝑖𝑛(2 ∗ 𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝐹 ∗ (𝑡 − 𝑡0)) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−25𝑒10 ∗ (𝑡 − 𝑡0)^2)"
In this case, we selected t0 = 7 µs and u0z = 50 nm, indicating that the signal begins after 7 µs
and that the displacement has an amplitude of 50 nm in the z-direction, as would be the case for
shear horizontal waves in a plate. Then, while the frequency, F, was varied from 0.3 MHz to 0.8
MHz, solution probe points located along the x-direction at y=0 obtained the material
displacement data for all directions.
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Figure 9. Perturbation Waveform at F=0.8 MHz: Amplitude [ ] vs Time [s]

Taking the data from the three most experimentally feasible3 probe locations pictured in
Figure 10, the A-Scans were plotted and analyzed. Figure 11 shows an example of the
simulation data from node 3 for the frequency of 0.8 MHz. The raw signal appears as the blue
trend. Because the primary wave packet is not well defined with such a short burst-width (i.e.
number of cycles) and relatively low frequency, using a signal-encompassing tool is
advantageous. In this case, taking the magnitude of the complex-valued Hilbert transform result
in MATLAB essentially reveals the envelope, or profile, of the signal [1].

3

The EMATs used have relatively large dimensions, making it difficult to measure close to the plate
notches and the permanently bonded MST foils. Additionally, measurements at locations proximate to the selected
nodes are redundant.
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Figure 10. Displacement FEA Simulation Geometry, Orientation, and Primary Node
Placements. Positive Z-Direction: Out of the Page.

Figure 11. Node 3, Z-Direction A-Scans at 800 kHz

Once the profile of the signal has been generated, it is necessary to categorized different
components of the signal as either a wave packet or general scattering. After the primary wave
packet transmits through a specific position on the plate, it may scatter or reflect at boundaries.
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Both reflections and scattering result in a smaller signal due to loss of energy; however, they can
be differentiated from one another by their shape, amplitude, and spacing in the time domain. A
very low amplitude signal with a form unlike that of the primary wave packet are characteristics
of scattering. Since significant reflections are simply the primary wave bouncing from a
boundary, they are apparent by their even spacing in the A-Scan (due to constant group velocity),
relatively large amplitudes, and retained primary packet shape.
The method used to distinguish between background scatter and reflections involves the
findpks (read “find peaks”) MATLAB function. This function records local maxima according
to a parameter described as peak prominence: the minimum required amplitude difference
between two proximate local maxima in order to differentiate them as individual peaks. Setting
this parameter manually allows for differentiating scatter from reflections according to their
characteristics described above. The signal envelope in Figure 11 clearly shows the primary
wave packet and two prominent reflections; therefore, the peak prominence was selected at a
value that would detect these three wave packets but ignore the scattering in between them. In
this case, the peak prominence parameter was set to 0.5 nm, or one percent of the incident wave
amplitude. Figure 12 highlights the results of this process; reflections are detected in the 0.8
MHz case but not in the 0.4 MHz case, where the signal appears clear.
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Figure 12. Node 3, Z-Direction A-Scans at 400 kHz (A) and 800 kHz (B)

3.1 Simulation Results
After confirming the method’s accuracy, data for the z-direction4 signals at all three node
locations were processed in this way. Next, the amplitudes for the incident wave and the first
reflection wave at each node were extracted then normalized with respect to the amplitude of the
incident wave of node 3. The plots in Figure 13 summarize the results. The image on the left
shows the normalized incident wave amplitude vs test frequency for the middle (node 6) and end
(node 11) of the plate. The image on the right shows the normalized first reflection wave
amplitude vs test frequency for the front (node 3), middle (node 6), and end (node 11) of the
plate.

4

Data for all Cartesian directions was collected; however, the signals in the x and y directions were of
order 10 and deemed negligible. Alternate wave modes in these directions were not anticipated due to the simple
linear elastic model used in the simulation.
-14
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Figure 13. Z-Direction Normalized Incident Wave Amplitude vs Frequency (A) and
Normalized First Reflection Amplitude vs Frequency (B)

The most desirable frequency to use in the experiments would result in the largest signal
at the end of the plate and minimal reflections throughout the plate. The graph on the left in
Figure 13 clearly shows that the amplitude of the received signal diminishes as the frequency
increases from 0.3 MHz to 0.8 MHz. The graph on the right shows that the reflections from the
tapered region, visible in the data from the front of the plate, tend to grow as the frequency
increases from 0.3 MHz to 0.8 MHz. Therefore these results seem to indicate that the best
frequency for the experiments lies somewhere near 0.3 to 0.4 MHz.
These results appear reasonable when recalling that the wavelength must be at most twice
the size of a defect for detection; in other words, as wavelength decreases below 2 cm, the
likelihood of reflections from the plate’s 1 cm slope should increase. Furthermore, as a wave
reflects, it loses energy, resulting in a weaker primary packet. To check the simulation results, it
is necessary to verify that these phenomena are observed. Using the time it takes the primary
wave to go from one probe to another, as well as the distance between those probes, the group
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velocity was calculated to be 3113.03 m/s. Knowing the group velocity, the wavelength for each
frequency could then be found using v = λ f. The 0.4 MHz wave had a wavelength of 7.78 mm,
whereas the 0.8 MHz wave had a wavelength of 3.89 mm. Clearly then, because ½ (λ) 0.8 MHz =
1.95 mm is smaller than ½ (λ) 0.4 MHz = 3.89 mm, the higher frequency is more likely both to
reflect from the geometry change and to lose signal strength than the lower frequency as
expected.
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Chapter 4
Experiments
From the simulation portion of the study, the team determined the most appropriate
geometry and frequency to use to achieve both the fewest wave reflections from the thinned
portion of the sample and the largest received signal. At this point, verifying the simulation
results was necessary to test the hypothesis that the third harmonic of the SH0 mode changes
significantly with microstructural damage. From there, online measurements were taken during
fatigue loading, and analysis of that data directly assessed the hypothesis.

4.1 Sample Preparation
To determine the accuracy of the simulation results, an experiment was devised to
transmit waves of varying frequencies along a longitudinally notched plate. Before testing,
however, the sample must be prepared to allow for proper ultrasonic wave generation and
reception via magnetostrictive transducers.
Starting with 24” x 2” x 1/8” plate, a section intended for localized fatigue damage is
milled into the center of the plate with the geometry and profile shown in Figure A1. Because
milling releases the residual surface stresses from forming in the material and because the
desired thickness of 1 mm renders the sample more delicate than normal, the reduced section was
milled to 2 mm initially then manually filed down to prevent any permanent damage to the
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sample. This process also resulted in more rounded transitions between the thick and thin
sections.
Next, iron-cobalt magnetostrictive foils, as discussed in section 2.2.1, were bonded to the
sample in order to create an MST. A uniform bond between the foils and the sample is essential
to guarantee that the waves will propagate unimpeded by voids and unwanted debris.
Furthermore, a strong bond is necessary for the foils to remain attached while undergoing fatigue
loading. Any data taken without a full, uniform bond between the foil and sample would be
compromised. For this reason, the reduced section of the sample is made thin at 1 mm; the force
required to cause low-cycle fatigue damage is significantly lower in a thin section than in a thick
section, which translates to less overall stress experienced in the un-milled mating sections
between the sample and the MST foils.
In this experiment, two square inch foils were cut and sanded on the surface that mated
with the test sample to ensure a proper bond. Similarly, the sample was sanded on the mating
surfaces, which were located between four and six inches from the long ends of the sample. The
mating surfaces were then showered with acetone. Next JB Weld Original Cold Weld Formula
Steel Reinforced Epoxy was mixed in equal portions and applied liberally to both mating
surfaces, being careful not to apply any epoxy to the opposite sides of the foils. To ensure proper
bonds, the foils were carefully aligned to be flush with the sample, and at least 20 pounds of
weight loaded atop flat aluminum bars compressed the foils onto the sample. The epoxy then
cured for two days, and the excess epoxy was carefully cleared with a blade. Finally, tacky clay
was placed on the ends of the sample behind the MST foils to dampen unwanted noise.
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4.2 Equipment
Now equipped with a prepared sample, a very specific set of equipment is necessary to
accomplish the research objective. The essential components include the RITEC RAM-5000
SNAP tone burst generator; a 50 Ω resistor; MSTs comprised of iron-cobalt (FeCo) foil, an
assortment of meandering electric coils, and a magnet; an EMAT; and an oscilloscope, all linked
via BNC connections. The majority of these components are depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Equipment Configuration for Nonlinear Tests
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Several wave parameters must be chosen in the RITEC software prior to generating the
desired wave. First, the RITEC features a synthesizer which determines the wave shape by
controlling the frequency, burst width, burst delay, phase, and the amplitude. The burst width
describes the number of AC oscillations sent per tone burst, i.e. the width of the wave packet in
an A-scan. Furthermore, a burst delay provides an option to delay the signal a specified amount
of time after the trigger, which is the entire system’s reference point in time. The trigger sets
time equal to zero for each burst so that the RITEC and the oscilloscope can be synchronized. A
burst frequency setting determines how often the system restarts its trigger, thus beginning new
tone burst process. For example, if the system is set at five bursts/sec, five primary wave packets
each separated by a time of 0.2 seconds will be transmitted. The burst frequency is typically set
between five to twenty times per second to allow for a signal long enough to produce an
adequate FFT, but not too long as to make detecting reflections and other wave modes in the AScan difficult.
After the RITEC triggers a signal, at a time set by the burst delay, the synthesizer sends
an electric signal to both the oscilloscope and the ultrasonic testing setup. At step 1, a resistor is
used as a preventative measure against shorting and damage to the RITEC. Then in step 2, the
signal travels to the generation MST, which converts the signal into a mechanical disturbance.
The MST consists of an FeCo foil permanently bonded to the sample (described in
Section 4.1), a comb transducer, and a magnet. The electric coils used relied heavily on existing
stock, since obtaining new coils is a time-consuming endeavor. The available options for
generating coils consisted of λ = 3.6, 5.4, 7.5, and 10 mm. Paired with the nondispersive SH0
velocity of 3100 m/s, these coils are useful for generating the following frequencies,
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respectively: f ≈ 0.86, 0.57, 0.41, and 0.31 MHz. These serve well to test the range of
frequencies examined in the simulations.
To read the signals, two methods are used. Step 3a involves a shear-horizontal EMAT of
λ = 0.5”, and because the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for EMATs in this case was less than ideal,
the RITEC pre-amplifies and filters the signal in step 3a.1 before sending it to the oscilloscope in
step 3a.2. The EMAT readings at three different locations along the plate provide useful
information regarding reflections and wave packet shape and amplitude, but higher harmonic
detection is not possible, again due to the S/N ratio. As for the other method, the signals were
captured with a reception MST, which does not require pre-amplification due to its exceptional
S/N ratio. This fact is what allows the third harmonic to be detected in the A-scan and
subsequently analyzed in the FFT. However, because the third harmonic occurs at thrice the
frequency of the fundamental SH0 mode, comb transducers of λreception = 1/3 (λgeneration) are
required to have the best chance of detecting the nonlinear SH0 mode. Again, restricted by
existing equipment, some coil combinations do not precisely abide by this wavelength
relationship. The following (generation - reception) pairs were used to convert the mechanical
acoustic emissions back into an electrical reading: (3.6 – 1.2), (5.4 – 1.8), (7.5 – 2.4), and (10 –
3.6) mm. All signals through the plate then travelled to the oscilloscope which, for every trigger
burst, records an A-Scan.
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Figure 15. (10 - 3.6) mm Meandering Electric Coil Pair

Worthwhile to note is that whether a signal is taken with an EMAT or an MST, one burst
does not cause interference in the A-Scan of the next burst because the speed of the SH wave at
3100 m/s allows the wave to travel the length of the sample twice in roughly 0.325 ms.
Additionally, by the time a burst completes a round trip, a clay placed on the test sample almost
entirely dampens the signal. Therefore, the wave traverses the sample and expires well before
the next burst is sent at least 50 ms after the first.

4.3 Verification of Simulation Results
With the overall laboratory setup complete, it was necessary to test the simulation results
by generating waves of varying frequencies and determining which result in the most welldefined A-scan. All methods for doing this involve SH0 mode generation using one of the four
available MST generation coils, since the EMATs were not used to generate the ultrasonic
waves. Preparing the generation transducer consisted of cleaning the mating surfaces between
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one of the bonded FeCo foils and the comb coil with acetone, carefully aligning the coil to lie
flush with the sample as in Figure 14, and securing the coil with tape. Extra care was taken to
align the coil close to the edge of the FeCo foil because the JB Weld bonding agent dampens the
waves. Then a switch magnet was placed on top both to ensure that the coil contacted the FeCo
foil uniformly and to increase the magnetic field, thereby enhancing the signal. The orientation
of the magnets is important; although a slight misalignment of the permanent magnets may only
decrease the signal slightly, an orientation perpendicular to the necessary direction will not allow
the magnetic domains in the Fe-Co to align in a the magnetic field and generate an SH wave.
Because the magnets’ polarizations were not labeled, the proper orientations were determined
later during testing by rotating the magnets and determining which direction resulted in an
appropriate signal.
Now to generate a signal, the following settings were input into the RITEC. One of f ≈
0.86, 0.57, 0.41, or 0.31 MHz was used depending on which generating coil is used: λ = 3.6, 5.4,
7.5, or 10 mm, respectively. The burst width was set to 15 cycles, the burst delay was set to 2
µs, the output level of the amplifier was set to 90%, and the burst frequency was set to 5
bursts/sec.
The frequencies listed above for each coil did not always lead to the strongest signal,
however; these were approximations based from the general velocity formula given the velocity
of the SH0 wave. To achieve the largest signal, trial and error was employed by altering the
frequency above and below the previously listed values and viewing the real-time signal with the
EMAT placed in the center of the notched region. The following frequencies resulted in the best
response: f = 0.8, 0.58, 0.41, and 0.315 MHz for λ = 3.6, 5.4, 7.5, and 10 mm, respectively.
These were the frequencies used for the rest of the experimental processes.
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4.3.1 Using EMATs for Signal Reception
The first method used to test the simulation results was to record A-Scans with an EMAT
at locations similar to those of nodes 3, 6, and 11 in Figure 10. The experiment configuration for
using an EMAT is depicted in Figure 16. In this case, the EMAT coils are aligned orthogonal to
the direction of the MST meandering coils in order to detect the SH waves. This is a result of the
fact that the two transducers operate using different physical mechanisms: the Lorentz force
(EMAT) and magnetostriction (MST). Additionally, the pre-amplifier was used with EMATs.
The high-pass filter was set to 0.1 MHz, the low-pass filter was set to 20 MHz, and the gain was
set to 40 dB. These settings would amplify the desired signal and minimize noise amplification.

Figure 16. Sample Prepared for Testing with EMAT

On four separate occasions, we recorded data at three consistent locations (near the
generation MST, in the center of the notch, and near the reception MST foil) for the four
different coil-frequency combinations. We planned to use the data from the location closest to
the generation MST to scan for reflections, and the data from the middle of the notch to scan for
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signal amplitude. To eliminate as much noise from the data as possible, the oscilloscope was
used to average 512 consecutive A-Scans for each trial. Figure 17 shows the most representative
signal for each frequency with the EMAT set close to the generation MST.

Figure 17. Representative A-Scans for Varying Frequencies: EMAT Placed Proximate to
Generation MST

These results were ineffective for analysis of the primary wave packet amplitude because
the wave packets became distorted in the magnetic noise region below t = 50 µs. However,
using the signals taken from the middle of the thin region, we obtained results of mixed
agreement with the simulations (Figure 18). Based on these results, the largest amplitude signal
occurs with a relatively low frequency of 0.41 MHz, which agrees with the simulations.
Conversely, the largest reflection also occurs at a low frequency of 0.315 MHz, while reflections
for the case of 0.8 MHz are minimal.
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Figure 18. Representative A-Scans for Varying Frequencies: EMAT Placed Proximate to
Generation MST. (A) Entire Signals. (B) Enhanced Primary Wave Packets. (C) Enhanced
First Reflection Wave Packets.
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Despite the general trend between frequency and reflection amplitude contradicting the
simulations, the reflections in the case of 0.41 MHz are approximately the size of the those for
0.8 MHz. Furthermore, reflections for all frequencies clearly arrived after the primary wave
packet. With these details in mind, 0.41 MHz was the most promising option since it gave the
largest primary wave. Again, it is assumed that a larger primary wave packet will result in a
larger 3rd harmonic response. However, to be certain, we proceeded with reception MSTs in
order to analyze the frequency response of these waves.

4.3.2 Using MSTs for Signal Reception
We used the matching pairs of coils for the MSTs described in section 4.2 to obtain AScans and analyze the SH0 waves’ frequency content. Again, before placing the magnet the
comb transducers were carefully aligned within 5 mm from the edge of the FeCo foil to
minimize signal dampening from the bonding agent. Tacky, gray clay was then formed around
the backs of the plates to minimize noise from both ends. Figure 19 reveals the final setup.

Figure 19. Sample Prepared to Receive Signal with MST

An example A-Scan is shown in Figure 20. Note how the MST signals are much clearer
than the EMAT signals; this is because the MST signals are naturally large without
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amplification, whereas the EMAT signals needed to be amplified. The large response that occurs
before 40µs is again due to magnetic noise, and the smaller signal that arrives just before 200µs
is a reflection.

A

B

Figure 20. Example Time-Domain Signal of 0.41 MHz SH Wave. (A) All Data
Collected. (B) Close-Up of Primary Wave Packet.

As with the EMAT tests, we performed four trials for each frequency for the sake of
repeatability. After each trial, the MSTs were deconstructed then reconstructed to determine
sensitivity to experimental setup. Some results for 0.41 MHz appear in Figure 21. The slight
differences in the packets’ times of arrival (TOA) are due to minute changes in the distances
between, and orientations of, the transducer coils during the experimental procedure. If we
assuming the coils are oriented perfectly, we can determine the difference in the distances
between the coils. The extremes of the TOAs here is about ¾ of a microsecond. Because the SH
wave travels at 3100 m/s, the difference between the coil placements would be about 2.325 mm.
However, because it is likely that there was also misalignment, this value is a maximum possible
difference in coil separation. This is a testament to how sensitive the results are to the setup.
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Figure 21. Example A-Scans of 0.41 MHz SH Waves. (A) Primary Wave Packets for All
Four Trials. (B) Close-Up of Primary Wave Packet to Emphasize Differing Times of
Arrival

Figure 22 shows each trial for each frequency, which is a total of 16 trials. The times of
arrival for each frequency are about the same, despite some inevitable deviation associated with
coil separation and misalignment. This phenomenon exemplifies the nondispersive nature of the
SH0 wave; the wave velocity does not depend on frequency.
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0.315 MHz

0.41 MHz
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Figure 22. All Four A-Scans for Each Frequency. (A) 0.315 MHz. (B) 0.41 MHz. (C) 0.58
MHz. (D) 0.8 MHz. Each Black Boxe Approximates The Windowed Domains.

With this data, an FFT analysis was performed for each trial to determine the presence of
the third harmonic for each frequency. The basis of the MATLAB code do accomplish this
involved utilization of a Tukey window, which clips the signal at the end of the window to zero
and scales the signal inside the window to a tapered cosine shape. Furthermore, zero-padding
was implemented to better resolve the frequency spectrum. One reason these features were used
in particular is because it was desirable to compare the results of this study with its predecessors,
which used a Tukey window and zero padding [3]. The window domains shown in Figure 22
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were chosen slightly outside the packets so as to keep as much of the primary wave packet as
possible after windowing. Furthermore, the windows were kept constant for each set of trials,
and the domains are listed in Table 1. The beginning of the windows all aligned well since the
wave packets all arrived at the same time; however, the end of the window must grow with
increasing wavelength since the burst width is constant. An example FFT of one trial at 0.41
MHz is shown in Figure 23.
Table 1. Window Domains

Coil Combinations
[mm]
3.6 - 1.2
5.4 - 1.8
7.5 - 2.4
10 - 3.6

Wavelength
[mm]

Frequency
[MHz]

Window Start
[s]

Window End
[s]

3.6
5.4
7.5
10

0.8
0.58
0.41
0.315

8.50E-05
8.50E-05
8.50E-05
8.50E-05

1.20E-04
1.40E-04
1.50E-04
1.70E-04

A1

A3

Figure 23. Fast Fourier Transform of a Trial at 0.41 MHz, Normalized to Show Signal
Amplitude
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A1 at f0 = 0.41MHz represents the presence of the fundamental SH0 mode in the signal,
and A3, occurring at a frequency of 3(f0), represents the presence of the third harmonic SH0
mode. The values for A1 and A3 were recorded for each of the 16 trials then normalized
according to the nonlinear parameter A3/A13 as discussed in Chapter 1. Figure 24 summarizes
the results of this analysis. The blue graph represents the relationship between the testing
frequency used and the average nonlinear parameter from the four trials. The red error bars
show one standard deviation from the mean, and indicate the consistency of the results.
Nonlinear Parameter A3 / A13 [V-2] vs Frequency [MHz]

Nonlinear Parameter [V-2]

300
250
200
150
100
50

0
0.3

0.4

0.5
0.6
Frequency [MHz]

0.7

0.8

Figure 24. Nonlinear Parameter A3/A13 vs Frequency. Average of Four Trials per
Frequency with Error Bars of One Standard Deviation
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This frequency-domain analysis also showed that 0.41 MHz was a viable candidate for
the fatigue tests. There is a significant presence of the third order harmonic, as well as a
reasonable range of variation when considering that the nonlinearity parameter has been
observed to increase exponentially with fatigue damage [5]. Although 0.8 MHz had a larger
third harmonic amplitude, the deviation from the mean for each trial showed that obtaining
consistent results was more difficult for the higher frequency. Therefore, because 0.41 MHz
resulted in the largest, clearest signals with adequate third harmonic generation, we proceeded
with the 7.5 mm – 2.4 mm coil combination at 0.41 MHz in the fatigue tests.

4.4 Online Fatigue Tests
The process for taking measurements remained the same for the fatigue tests as it was in
Section 4.3.2. These tests were performed online, or during axial fatigue cycling. In order for
the test to result in localized fatigue damage, loading conditions were guided by the yield stress
of Al 2024-T3 and the sample’s cross-sectional area. At a tensile yield stress of 345 MPa [14]
and an area of (50.8 x 1) mm2, the force required to cause yielding is 17526 N, or 3940 lbs.
Furthermore, the completely-reversed fatigue strength of 138 MPa [14] corresponds to a load of
1576 lbs. In this case, a safe approach was taken to ensure fatigue damage by applying a mean
load of 1595 lbs and a load amplitude of 1305 lbs at a frequency of 1 Hz.
Before the sample was loaded into the tensioning machine, 2” x 2” x 2 mm shims were
glued to the reverse side of the notch so the axial forces would remain symmetric about the midplane of the thin section. Otherwise, a bending moment would lead to more failure modes than
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pure axial fatigue, which could result in premature destruction of the sample. Data was collected
at the mean load at a frequency of between 500 to 5000 cycles.

4.5 Fatigue Experiment Results

The sample experienced a brittle fracture across the midline at 73639 cycles with no
obvious signs of fatigue cracks prior to 72500 cycles. The last data collection point before
failure occurred at 72500 cycles. Figure 25 shows the A-Scans taken at five different levels of
fatigue loading: 0, 10000, 50000, 70000, and 72500 cycles. There is a consistent, slight
constructive interference pattern just after the primary wave packet. Based on previous
observations, that small signal is most likely due to not having enough clay to dampen scattering.
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 25. A-Scans During Fatigue Loading. (A) 0 Cycles. (B) 10000 Cycles. (C) 50000
Cycles. (D) 70000 Cycles. (E) 72500 Cycles.
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The waveform appears very consistent until 72500, which was the last data collection
node. Here, the amplitude is reduced rather dramatically, as can be seen clearly when the
waveforms are layered as in Figure 26. As a crude approximation for the trend in amplitude, the
average of the absolute value of the signal between the times 110.798 µs and 172.798 µs (later
taken to be the windowing domain) was calculated. This measurement method leads to the result
that the amplitude monotonically decreased by a total 21.69% before failure.

A

B

Figure 26. A-Scans During Fatigue Loading. (A) Layered Scans. (B) Close-Up of the Signal.

The layered image in Figure 26.B also reveals that the waveforms have slightly different
times of arrival (TOA) as the loading increases. This is most likely caused by an increased
distance between the MST coils because both as the sample was permanently strained and
lengthened, and the coils may have slipped slightly. The result is a signal delayed by
approximately 0.25 µs, which translates to a coil separation increase of 0.775 mm holding the
velocity of the SH0 wave constant. While this displacement is a small percentage of total coil
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separation, the results of Section 4.3.2 suggest that this increase in coil separation may be
significant.
Next the FFTs were performed with the window of 110.798 µs and 172.798 µs as
previously mentioned. An immediate inspection of the frequencies of the peaks, which
consistently occurred at 409100 Hz and 1232000 Hz, were an early indication of an accurate FFT
analysis because they were very close to fo and f3. The FFTs for the cases of 0, 10000, 50000,
70000, and 72500 cycles are shown in Figure 27. With every frequency spectrum graph, the
values for A1 and A3 were found manually and used to compute the relative nonlinearity
parameter (NL Parameter) = (A3 / A13). Then, the NL Parameter values were normalized with
respect to the 0 cycles case. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 1, as well as Figure
28 thru Figure 31.
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Figure 27. FFT Results for Fatigue Test at (A) 0, (B) 10000, (C) 5000, (D) 70000, and (E)
72500 Cycles.
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Table 2. FFT Data for Fatigue Test: Nonlinear Parameter A3/A13

Cycles
0
500
1000
2000
3000
4000
6000
8000
10000
15000
20000
25000
30000
35000
40000
45000
47500
50000
52500
55000
57500
60000
62500
65000
67500
70000
72500
73639

A1 [V]
0.02414
0.0237
0.0236
0.02344
0.02331
0.02325
0.02314
0.02307
0.02298
0.02291
0.02279
0.02276
0.02269
0.02264
0.02259
0.02254
0.02266
0.02253
0.02254
0.02253
0.02248
0.02246
0.02243
0.02245
0.0224
0.02229
0.0187

A3 [V]
0.002069
0.001999
0.001978
0.00195
0.001925
0.001909
0.001886
0.001864
0.001841
0.00179
0.00177
0.00174
0.001716
0.001695
0.001679
0.001644
0.001634
0.001638
0.00163
0.001623
0.001613
0.001611
0.001607
0.001599
0.001586
0.001532
0.001356

NL Parameter
147.0783311
150.1646666
150.4839833
151.4125206
151.9861148
151.8927541
152.2129576
151.8109592
151.7063346
148.8599139
149.5341171
147.5816886
146.897294
146.0630735
145.6471542
143.5621911
140.4340225
143.2287898
142.339642
141.9171708
141.9859746
142.1890932
142.405924
141.318633
141.1104341
138.3338805
207.3647201
Failure

Normalized NL Par.
1
1.020984297
1.023155363
1.029468579
1.033368502
1.032733734
1.034910829
1.032177603
1.03146625
1.012113156
1.01669713
1.003422377
0.998769111
0.993097164
0.990269288
0.976093419
0.954824694
0.973826591
0.967781188
0.964908765
0.965376568
0.966757592
0.968231845
0.960839247
0.959423683
0.940545623
1.409893072
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Figure 28. A1 vs Fatigue Cycles
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Figure 29. A3 vs Fatigue Cycles
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Figure 30. Nonlinear Parameter vs Fatigue Cycles
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Figure 31. Normalized NL Parameter vs Cycles
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The trend for the normalized nonlinearity parameter is that it increases to a maximum of
1.0315 at 6000 cycles, then it continues to fall to a minimum of 0.9045 at 70000 cycles. Only at
72500 cycles, the last data point taken before failure occurred at 73639 cycles, did the nonlinear
parameter increase by 40.99% relative to the baseline right before failure occurred at 73639
cycles. This is interesting when juxtaposed with the A1 and A3 graphs, which decline drastically
at the 72500 data collection node.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
For the methods used in this study, analysis of the third order harmonic was ineffective in
detecting microstructural fatigue damage. Although we found that the cleanest signals occur at
relatively low frequencies like 0.4 MHz, perhaps the problem is due to the wavelength used not
being small enough. It might be the case that larger frequencies, while still remaining in the SH0
region below the cutoff for SH1 generation in the dispersion curve, experience a more
pronounced nonlinear response.
Proceeding with future experiments, the same process should be repeated using coils that
produce smaller wavelength and higher frequency, while making sure to not generate other wave
modes by observing the dispersion curves. If that proves successful, the next step would be to
test samples that undergo different types of damage, such as thermal damage, to see if the
response varies with the damage progression mechanics.
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Appendix A
Experiments

Figure A1. Experiment Sample Design Prior to Manual Filing
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